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1DOMAINS OF RATIONALITY AND TKEIP GROUPS.
CHAPTER I. DOMAINS.
An algebraic number is defined to be a number satisfying an
equation of the form
a x + a, x + - - - + a».,x + a-^ =
of which the coefficients a , a,, - - a*,, a„ are rational
numbers not all zero. From this definition it can be proved that
the roots of an equation with algebraic coefficients are algebraic
numbers, and also that every rational function with rational
coefficients of two or more algebraic numbers is an algebraic
number
.
If Q. is a set of numbers such that, when ol
, £ are numbers
in CI
,
,ci~p, and when |5 is not eoual to zero, are also
numbers in Q , then all numbers which can be obtained from by
the rational processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division are numbers in n , and defined to be a domain,
or a domain of rationality. If the numbers in the domain can «ll
be expressed as rational functions of a single number , then
the domain is denoted by
Every domain which contains numbers not all zero must con -
tain all rational numbers; for if ol 7=0 , -— = 1, and from 1 all
rational numbers can be generated by the above processes. If a( is
an algebraic number all numbers in are also algebraic
numbers, and i2(c() is an algebraic domain. If Jf2(<x) contains an
irrational number then (<*) contains fl_(l, ) but is not identical
with 12 (l). Such a domain _T2 (<X ) which includes another domain
12 ($) but is not identical with it is called a domain over 12 ((3);
and 12 (0) is a sub-domain of jQ.(o().

2If
-Q-( x) is a given domain, and if |3 is a number not in SI (<* )
,
then if {} , together with all numbers which can be derived from <A
and $ by the processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division are added to Q (<*) , then p is said to be adjoined to £1 (c* )
.
The new domain is evidently the set of all rational functions of <*
and $ with rational coefficients, and contains (<*) as a sub-domain
It is denoted by £2
A function
f(x) = ^x" t a,x" t - - - 1 a^x + a-„
is said to belong to a domain Q(<x) if its coefficients are numbers
m <x) . A function is reducible in jQ (o<) if it can be broken
up into factors whose coefficients are numbers in 0- (esc) . If it
cannot be broken up into factors in this way it is termed
irreducible in I7.(o(). If a function is termed irreducible without
reference to any particular domain, 0.(1) , the domain of rational
numbers, will be understood.
If f(x) is a function irreducible in .Q(l), and if c( is a
root of f (x) ss 0, then if <X la also a root of F(x) = 0, F(x)
must be divisible by f(x).
For F(x) and f (x) must have -some common factor, of which <X
is one root; the highest common factor of F(x) and f(x) is ob -
tained from these functions by rational processes, and therefore
must have its coefficients in the same domain, Gl(l). It cannot
be of lower degree than the degree of f (x), for in that case f(x)
would have a rational factor. It must then be of the same degree,
and is identical with f(x) except for some constant factor.
Theorem I. Every rational function of of in ) can be
represented as a rational integral function of « in 12(1), of

3degree not higher than n-1, where n is the degree of the ir -
reducible equation of y/hich is a root.
Proof:
Let B he any rational function of <x , and suppose
that /\
= /fay
Then ^ (<*) / 0, and consequently ^((x) and f(x) are
prime to each other; for otherwise ^(x) would he divisible by
f (x), and as a result
^( (<X) = 0.
Hence by a theorem of algebra there can be found an F(x)
and a such that
F(x) . f (x) + (x) #(x) = 1.
Then rf(x) F(x) f (x) + ^(x)X(x) X(x) = ^(x).
Now if ^(x)X(x) is divided by f(x),
rf(x)J(x) = f/x) f(x) + R(x),
where R(x) is of lower degree than the degree of f (x);
then
r
/(x)F(x)ffx) +X^) [f,(x)f (x) + R(x)J = jrf(x),
and if x =
,
X («) R(«) =
R(«) = ^*).
This representation of is unique; for if
0= R(flf) = S(<*),
where R and S are each of degree n-1 or less, and both
are functions in (l),
F(x) = R(x) - S(x) =
is an equation of degree less than the degree of f (x), and having
a root ok. in common with f(x) = 0. Since f(x) is irreducible in

4_Q_(1), this is impossible unless all the coefficients of F(x) are
zero; that is,
R(x) = S(x),
and the two representations are identical.
A theorem of fundamental importance is the following.
Theorem 11. Any given domain Q.{d f §,- ) can be generated
by some one number in the domain.
This is equivalent to the statement that the simultaneous
adjunction of any number of algebraic numbers is the same as the
adjunction of some one number to a given domain.
Proof:
Let d be a root of the equation A(x) = 0,
and " fi » » " *w h B(x) = 0,
where A, E, - - are functions in iZ(l). Then suppose that
represent the totality of distinct roots of these equations.
f, = a tf + b f + cy - - - ,
\ = a^ -rba£ + c«£- - -
,
— — — — j
>/»= a «, ,
where <$
f , <j(4
(j^are the same as
-dj in some different order, and
suppose that £ , •-- ^,are all possible functions which can be
obtained from 5, by permuting the roots in all possible ways. Then
a, b, c, - - can be so chosen rationally that these functions are
all distinct; for if
F(a, b, c, -) = U-£)H-y - -
by a theorem of algebra a, b, c, - can be so chosen that they do
Let
0> (;) a)

5not satisfy this equation, and in an infinite varity of ways.
Let Gf(t) = (t-£)(t-£) - - (t-$.
Then 0(t) is a function in X2(l), since its coefficients are
rational symmetric functions of of, - - , and therefore are
rational symmetric functions of the coefficients of the functions
A(x), B(x), - - , which are numbers in £1(1) by hypothesis.
Now let 9 be any rational function in 12.(1) of <X, Q, - -,
and let
be the functions resulting when Of, .0, - - are permuted in every
possible way; and suppose that y- , are obtained, respectively,
from £ , by the same permutation of the roots.
Then if 0(t) + + - + —% 1 = F(t),
(t-S, t- ^ t-
the coefficients of F(t) are rational symmetric functions of the
roots of the given equations, and are therefore rational functions
of the coefficients of these equations. F(t) is therefore a
function in,Q.(l).
Hence F(lt) = 9t 0(£),
It. follows from this theorem that the discussion of any
given domain jd(<^,£, - - ) can be replaced by the discussion of
a domain generated by a single number, J2(£) . The domains considered
here are algebraic domains, or domains generated by algebraic
numbers; this theorem would not necessarily hold for domains other
than algebraic domains,, according to this method of proof.

CHAPTER II. SUBSTITUTIONS OF A DOMAIN.
Given a domain _£2.(<s<), suppose that each number & in jQ.(o()
is replaced by some number U>\ in such a way that u>/ t^is replaced
by «o, t-*>z , *- by *** i ~ wi wiby *V, ;j by ; then such a
substitution is called a substitution of the domain J2 (e< ) , provid -
ing the correspondence thus established is a one-to-one correspond -
ence
.
The domain Q(<x) has been defined as the domain generated
by CK ; such a number Of, in terms of which every number in the domain
can be expressed, is defined to be a primitive number of the given
domain
.
Theorem I. If Oi, is a primitive number in a domain
and if<At , flj, - -c*^» are the other roots of the irreducible equation
in £L(l) of which d, is a root, then all substitutions of the form
are substitutions of the domain when and only when yt is one
of the roots dti cflt - -
Proof:
Suppose every number in the domain represented
as some function of (K with rational coefficients. and 1 will
have a possible representation as <X
(
-
ok,
,
J^i, respectively.
Then if <X. repre«ents the number corresponding to <X
,
hence 1 = ;
Also, = ~p
and therefore 1 ' = 1
.
Prom this it follows that if o( corresponds to Gk. in any
substitution of the domain, every rational number corresponds to

7itself in every substitution of the domain
.
Now if ok is a primitive number in jCL(p), let any number 0, in
XZ(^) be represented
B, = 4(oO
= a,*""' +a/***+ - + a„.p< +a M .
This representation has been shown to be unique.
Then let
= b, + b^""
2
t -t b„„« -fb„,
where ^2.7^ ^» •
r
Then if ck is replaced by c* , another root of the irreducible
equation f(x) = 0,
let = j^U*),
Now if #1 = ft ,
=
and F(o( f) ~ jrf/**) - fed?) =
is an equation in
-0.(1 ) of degree n-1 or less, of which 4 is a
root. Then F(x) must vanish identically, since if it possessed
a degree f(x) would be reducible in Xl(l), contrary to hypothesis.
But if fax) s )£(x),
<(<*) = &<*),
and 6^ - 6,
,
contrary to hypothesis. Therefore the correspondence thus estab -
lished is a one-to-one correspondence.
Also, if
6
> *4 = &{4) + fact) =
(ft = ^(^ 1- =

OS
8
and by the substitution of for <X in F(«), 9, +0Z corresponds to •
Similarly, if
( &, 4) = #«) =
if = ^(*)- =
-
«
~ «:
and if A_ = = fc(tf),
4/- f,u5 . ^4
jand the substitution (of,4 > is a substitution of the domain.
Now if |3 is not a root of the irreducible equation in J2(l)
of which <A is a root, then, conversely, o\ is not a root of the
irreducible equation of which $ is a root.
Let B(x) be the irreducible equation of which p is a root,
and therefore
B(0) = 0,
B(flf) +
= y , say.
Then, since <* — <* = o,
<? -? = o,
by means of the substitution ^ oi, (3 ) two distinct numbers, y and
are made to correspond to one number 0. This correspondence is not
a one-to-one correspondence, and consequently the substitution (ot,(3)
is not a substitution of the domain.
Given a domain £1 (o() , then if {$ is some number in the domain,
the numbers ft , |$z, - - (3^, which can be made to correspond to {3 by

9means of substitutions of the domain are said to be conjugate to /3, .
Theorem II. Every number $ in Q.(<*) is a root of an equation
of the same degree as that of the irreducible equation which cA
satisfies, and whose other roots are the numbers conjugate to 9 .
Proof:
Let 0, = 4{d) 9 Z= ^(cQ, - - 4=
and form the function
f(t) = (t- 0,)(t- 0J - - (t- Bn ).
Now the coefficients of JT(t ) are symmetric functions of the
numbers S
t ,
P2 , - - @H, hence of the roots 0^, Qv - - A^, and
consequently may be expressed rationally in terms of the coefficiente
of the equation which <X satisfies. <I(t) is therefore a function
in Jfi.(l).
j£(t) is either irreducible or a power of an irreducible
function; for if
11%) = fat) £(t),
pt(t) vanishes for some one of the conjugates 0. , say.
im) = o.
That is, j = 0,
or F(a^ =0.
Then F(x) must be divisible by f (x), the function irreducibl
in 0(1) which vanishes for x = <X .
Hence
F{d,) = F(fl£ = F(cO = 0.
But F(cf,) = //fy, F{cQ = ^(4),
therefore )Z^(t) vanishes for all roots of $(t) = 0, and every
rational factor has this same property. This can only be possible
when j£(t) is some power of ^(t).
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r l
m
Then J(t) = j^(tj , and if r is the decree of jz((t), n = mr.
Theorem ttt . A necessary and sufficient condition that a
number a be primitive in a domain
-Q(|S) is that <A be distinct from
all its conjugates.
A. Assume <* primitive in Xl(@) .
Let <A =
Then = F(o(),
where F is the inverse function of rf.
Let jS'= F(cj'),
P = P(fl(1,
# F (^r/
Then
is a function in fill) , since its coefficients are rational
symmetric functions of the f^'s. Hence if m io the degree
of the irreducible equation of which |3 is a root, by the
preceding theorem m i n.
Also, 0C=
(t- (S)(t-^
f
) - - (t-jJY = j(t)
Then (t-4)(t-d') - - (t-aW) X )
is again a function in Oil), which vanishes for t= o(
;
it must therefore be of degree at least as great as n.
Then m £ n, and by combining these two results we obtain
m = n.
Therefore d has the same number of conjugates as (3 , and these
must then be distinct; for if two or more conjugates were
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equal, by the preceding theorem /(t) would be a power of an
irreoucible function, and would necessarily be reducible. )((t),
however, is of the same degree as that of an irreducible function
which has a root ck in common with it, and this is impossible.
B. Assume ck distinct from all its conjugates.
Let u) be any number in JJL(p), CJ, uJ , - - o) , its conjugates.
Now if
,
(„->)
£(t) = (t- <x)(t- <k) - - (t-d ),
$(t) is necessarily irreducible, by the preceding theorem,
and hence can have no multiple roots.
Let J(t) t = fit).
t-
<*^J
Then 'Y'(t) is a function in since its coefficients
are rational svmmetric functions of the dl s.
and OJ is expressed rationally in terms of <X .
By the above theorem every primitive number in the domain Hip)
is a root of an irreducible equation in .Q(i) of a egree n, for
if it is distinct from all its conjugates these cannot be les« than
n-1 in number, while an equation in il (l) of degree n can be formed
having the given primitive number as a root. The number n is
therefore characteristic of the domain _Q ( j3) , and is defined to be
the order of the domain.
Then if is any number in ±JL(o() , the order of {<*>) is a
factor of the order of jQ_ C$0 . For if a) has k-1 distinct con -
jugates, to) is a root of an irreducible equation in Ik 1 ) of degree
k. k is a factor of n, by Theorem U, and since k is the order of
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_Q.(*^) the truth of the statement follows.
If a domain SL{a() contains no sub-domain except it is
defined to be a primitive domain. Every domain of prime order is
evidently primitive, since if it contained a sub-domain its order
would be diviwible by the order of this sub-domain, which is im -
possible
.
If y «*", - - d> are the conjugates of , -Q_{o() , Qiat*) , - -
are called conjugate domains. A domain which is identical
with all its conjugate domains is called a normal or Galois domain
An equation is defined to be a normal or Galois equation if it is
irreducible and has the property that every one of its roots can
be expressed rationally in terms of some one of them.
If F(x) =0 i3 an equation in /2(l) having no multiple
roots, the domain Q (of,,^, - - obtained by adjoining to_/2(l) all
roots of F(x) = is a Galois domain according to the above
definition.
For if (is a primitive number in X2. - - ,
£ = f (el„<b - - <**,).
Then if
/= f(474r' -
-«4f,
where a,
,
<k
z ,
- - (%, are the same as d, , - - 4m in some different
order, 3 » 5> - - S> arej also in the given domain, and by definition
the domain is a Galois domain.
An equation g(t) =0 is a Galois resolvent of a given
equation F(x) = 0, whose coefficients are rational numbers, if
(l), g(t) is irreducible, (2), every root of F(x) = can be
expressed rationally in terms of a root p of g(t) = 0, and (3),
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a root p of g(t) can be expressed rationally in terms of the roots
of the equation F(x) = 0.
Theorem IV. Given J2.(p) a normal domain of order m, and
p4, p3 ,
- - pm, the conjugates of p; then by the substitution (p>pj
the p s are merely interchanged among themselves.
For, let
Then by the substitution (p>Pj) p-goes over into 0-(&)»
Therefore F(x) is divisible by g(x), and
F(p) = P(fg = - - F(pj = 0.
But P(p.) = g[^(p>)] >
and hence $(p;) = ,
some one of the roots p , ^, - - P*r This proves the theorem.
Theorem V. Every substitution (p,p<J can be represented in
the form (ft,p<)> where either orp*is given, and the other is then
uniquely determined by (p,pj.
Proof:
Let p*= 4(p), ft= e^p), - - pw = ft,(p).
Then if
^ = f(ft),
suppose (p*(Q transforms u) into u)', and pA into pK » say.
Now
-,
*>
- t [ft(p)J,
then since O^ipJ = p<,
Therefore
(ffc>fl<) produces the same effect as (p,f£, and the
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two are identical, considered as substitutions of the domain.
Also, if is given first, then, since
pa
is primitive,
Now (p^p) = (p,pfr)
for somep^.. Then if F(x).7T denotes the result of operating on
F(x) by 7T ,
^(ft).(^p) = <(p).
By the preceding developments (f*>p) transforms ^ into p^ ,
say. Then = f^ff)*
But ^K(p).(pfp») = >£(pa). (f^p)(p,pa)
Then since j£(
J3)
= pK , the substitution (p»fQ transforms £
into ^, and since pfe
was the given root of the equation g(t) = 0,
the theorem follows.
Now since p, , - - are primitive numbers in the given
domain, and roots of the same irreducible equation in X7.(l), it
follows that the substitutions (p,
'fitf-J*
- -
(fi'fQ
are t ^ie
substitutions of the given normal domain.
Theorem VI. The substitutions of a normal domain have the
characteristic properties of a group.
Proof:
Let (p,pa) = 0^,
(p,p*) =
T^en (p^ = (pa,pj,
and
<p»ft>
(
P'ft)
= ( P>pa)(ft>pc)
= (p,pt),
another substitution of the domain.
Also, if <Jl= (p,pi,
^= ((LP). =========
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then <£TflGj= (p>p)> and ©very number in the domain i2(p) io replaced
by itself; hence0;<5j= E, the identical substitution, 0^ = (J^f, and
every substitution of the domain has an inverse.
The associative law holds; for if
<£ =
for some p^, <£= ( P'pJ = fr>
for some pj, then (P'^P-^P^J
(p>pj(p*0)
(p,ft).
Also,
<P»P*)<P*^
(p,p,).
Therefore (dl^)0Z = 0^.(0^(7^
.
fConsequently the substitutions (p
,
p^) have the characteristic
properties of a group; this grout) is called the Galois group of the
domain jQ(p).
Theorem VTI. The Galois group is simply isomorphic with a
permutation group on the roots a,» <kz > - - tf„* of the equation F(x)=0
Proof:
Let d,= f.(p), c*i= f2(p), £(p).
When operated on by the substitution (p>fk) these become
<*!= f,(paK <=f,(pj»
Now of', <\> — — o^, are the original roots in some different
order, since every root of a given equation is transformed by (p>pJ
into some other root of the same equation, when this equation has
its coefficients in -flL(l).
Consequently (PtpJ gives rise to a certain permutation of the
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d's,
(A, A><*»t - - *»\
<*
t
,>el'zf</3 } ~ ~ d'n/ •
Also, the permutation
(A , <*» - - <M
gives rise to the substitution (p,pa).
For if p= M<*.>*i>**- ~ **)
= ^^(P),f,(p), - - £<J>j,
this is an equation in 1) which p satisfies, and which must
therefore hold for all the root3 of the Galois resolvent.
Then p„ = t [f, (pj ,£,(pj , - - f»(f^.
Therefore P^ = ft W, ,<*t , <*3 - - <*'n ) .
Now let pt = ft
(<*"
ft <*i ,<*i - -<fn ),
and let ^be so chosen that (p ,p^.) = (p^?pc)» Let j£. = ^(^'t^L - -At)*
Then suppose that (p
,
p
a)
<w /A,^i,c<3, - - A,\
\<*j>«^>af,> - "Ay
(p>P(^ fa -
-
-aw
(P»fi:)-^ /A, ^,^3, - -<0
^<t<;^ -
Then (p^,pc ) ^ /a,',^,^, - -<*»]
Therefore (P»f^ ( /) »f^ = (p>fkHp*ft:>
= (f.pj-
Also, [#'»4i>A;, - -<A*i\4, ,<i2 ,d3t - -*>t\
and the correspondence is a simple isomorphism. From the fact that
this correspondence can be established it follows that these
permutations form a group.
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The term Galois group will "be used to denote either the
group of substitutions or the group of permutations, as is most
convenient in any particular discussion.
A function of the roots <x,,ax, - - of the equation F(x)=0
is said to permit the permutation TT if it remains unchanged after
the permutation H~.
Theorem VIII. Every rational equation inil(l) which subsists
between the roots of the equation F(x) = 0, remains valid when
the roots are subjected to every permutation of the Galois group;
I
and every rational function in -Q(l) which permits the permutations
of the entire Galois group is a number in iz(l).
For every equation between the <x's can be represented as an
equation in p ; then if ^(p ) = 0,
M?) = ^(pJ = = - - =^(pJ = o>
since f^(x) has a root in common with g(x), and hence must be
divisible by g(x). The substitutions (p>P;) are the same the
permutations of the Galois group, and are generated by them; this
: proves the first part of the theorem.
in Off)
Now if a) is a number Awhich is identical with all its con -
jugate s
,
co = f (p) = f (pj = - - = f( Pwj,
by Theorem II td is a root of an equation in Oil) of the first
degree, and must therefore be a number in /2(l).
Theorem IX. Every permutation of the root 3 of the equation
F(x) = which leaves valid all rational equations in 0-(l)
subsisting between these roots is a permutation of the Galois group.
Proof:
Every such permutation 77" can be represented as a
substitution of the form (p,T"), where T~ is some other number in
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.Q(p). Now g(p) = can be represented as an equation between
the roots of the equation F(x) = 0; if F leaves this equation
valid, g(T) = 0,
and since g(x) is irreducible in -Q(l), 7" roust be one of the roots
p,,pz , - - p#H> 8av Pk • Tben TT = (p>p*)> and is a substitution
or permutation of the Galois group.
Theorem X. If P_ is a group such that it leaves valid all
rational equations in ( 1 ) between the roots of the equation F(x)=0
and such that every rational function of the roots which remains
unchanged under all the permutations of P is a number in rid),
\
then P is the Galois group of the equation F(x) = 0.
Proof:
Let P be If), 1£, - - 77^.
Then any rational equation between the a' s can be represented
as an equation in p : ^(d,,^, - - <*») = f(p).
Let the permutations of P transform p into
and let (t- p)(t* p) (t- p^ = u) ,
where t_ is some rational number. By hypothesis u) is a rational
number, since it is left unchanged under all the permutations of P.
p is, then, a root of an equation of degree p in {1(1); there -
fore all the roots of the resolvent g(t) are included among the
above numbers, = m, and P, which by the preceding theorem is
included in the Galois group, must be identical with it, since it
is of the same order.
Theorem XI. The Galois group of a reducible equation is
intransitive. If the Galois group of an equation is intransitive,
every transitive system determines a rational facter of the given
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function F(x).
Proof:
Let F(x) = f,(x) fz(x) y ... f (x)
where f.(x), f,(x)~,are irreducible in iZ(l).
Then, for Rome (*
,
f,(«) = 0.
fJoO ^ 0,
since if both are irreducible in 12(1 ), they can have no factor in
common. Let t^fi) - 0. Then since every permutation of the
Galois group transforms rational numbers into themselves, no
permutation of the group can replace $ by <* .
Let ot,
,
dz , <*3 , - - o\rn,, satisfy f,(x) = 0,
ft > fc» fe' -
" = °>
^,07,03, - -crmK, " fK(x) = 0.
Then no permutation of the group can replace any root in one
system by any one of another system; the roots in any given system
are conjugate, being roots of the same irreducible equation, and
therefore the Galois group has these systems of intransitivity
.
Now suppose that the above systems are the systems of intrans-
itivity of the Galois group.
Let $t) = (t-d.Mt-clJ - - (t-ci^),
4(t) = (t-p.Ht-fo) - - (t-ftj,
4lt) = (t-<rr )(t-<F-A ) - - (t-<n^).
Now every coefficient of jri>,(t) is a rational symmetric
function of the or s; thed's are interchanged among themselves by
every permutation of the Galois group, and by Theorem VIII these
coefficients must be numbers in XL(l), since they are left unchanged
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by every permutation of the Galoia group. Similarly, ©^(t), j^(t),
- - ft£t) are functions in (2(~L), and
F(t) S ^(t) ^(t) - - $t)
has these as factors in .Q(l).
Theorem XII. The Galois group of an imprirnitive domain is
an imprirnitive group.
Proof:
Let, p, , pz ,
-
-
fa, he the roots of the Galois resolvent
g(t) = 0. Then if the Galois domain is imprirnitive, there exists
a number having more than one and fewer than n
conjugates, if n is the degree of g(t).
Let
0= *f(p,) = ^(/>z) = rf(fr) = - - = J(pn),
these being all the functions f6(p) equal to ® .
Also, suppose that . I «
6.(p,ft) = 6 t 6.
&'= =
^(fta = *«/u = - - =
Then no in the second set can be in the first set also;
for in that case = 0, and there would be rro^e than r functions
equal to & .
Also, s_ = r; for otherwise (f^pK which would transform 9
into d, would make more than r functions ^(p) equal to
By continuing this process one finds that
0= 4ifA = j(fk) = tip),
0=
^(m = f<(fa — = ^(fw,
0= l<bl„ = ^(r4~ = ^(p«)>
and kr = n. Every substitution of the Galois group either
replaces all the roots of one set by others of the same set, or
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replaces those of one set by those of some dther set. The Galois
group is therefore imprimitive on these systems.
Theorem XIII. If the Galois group of a domain is imprimitive
the domain itself is imprimitive.
Proof:
Let F(x) = be the given equation, irreducible inil(l)
and let the given systems of imprimitivity be,
<3,» Pr> (V " ~ Pn>
y, > y%> yz > - - r n-
Let (t-d # )(t-d
z
) - - (t-ofn ),
^2= (t- (3,)(t- p 2 ) - - (t- |H )»
= (t- y,)(t- yt ) - - (t- /*),
where t_ is some rational number.
Then form the function
jzf(u) = (u- o3.) (u- o>2) - - (u-u)K).
j^(u) has for its coefficients rational symmetrical functions
of theeo's, and is therefore a function in L); it is irreducible
in il(l), since any rational factor would vanish for some root <J;
,
and therefore for all such roots, since these roots are conjugate
under the Galois group.
Now if £ is any rational symmetric function of a; , dxy - - <Xn ,
(/ the corresponding function of j3, , fix , - - (3n , and so on, then
*w\ C , (' ^1- j(u)
(U
-A), U -«O z U - 0)K J
has as coefficients rational symmetric functions of the roots of
the equation F(x) = 0, and is therefore a function in XL(l)»
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Then rf'M i =
From this result it follows that
*l = f (t,<* ) =T^(t, a),),
sine© the <A ; s enter as rational symmetric functions, which can
therefore be expresaed in terms of A, .
Yi (^,*>.) 5 + f.c^rv- - + f,(*),) = o.
Then Tff(<<,u) ~ u*+ *' 4 - - - 4 ^(*# ) = 0.
Now j^(u) and ^/f(o<# ,u) are both satisfied by w = <4, while
u = coz does not satisfy "/^foj,u) = 0. Therefore the two functions
have in common the factor u- <*>, and no other.
Then K(u) ^(u) + G(u)^(<^,u) = u
Each of these component functions can have only a finite
number of roots when equated to zero, and consequently a k can be
chosen rationally in an infinite number of ways so that it does not
make any of these functions vanish.
Then
F(k) rf(k) + G(k)7;U,k) = k - eJf .
Hence tJ, can be expressed rationally in terms of d
t
, and the
same is true of , ri3 , - - ckK ,
/ M 7( (*) - = / (**)•
Likewise, eax= = j((fy = = ^f^),
= = = =
From these equations the theorem follows.
Theorem XIV. An imprimitive domain jQ_( c\) of the n'th order
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is reduced to a domain of the r T th order over Q = by the
adjunction of 6 to the domain £L (1 )
.
Proof:
i,
-
- 3^) be any rational symmetric
function of the x'b, and let
= r< ft.*. - - ftr>.
where these sets are the systems of imprimitivity of the domain.
Also, let S, be any other function 3uch that
B, = #U) = - - - -
K
A
K
=
= W
= X<r.) = A(yJ
= - - = *(pj,
- -
=
Let ibi) = (u- 0,)(u- 2 )
Then jrf(u) is a function in J2-(l), and likewise
— *
{\\ = J(u)
I
u-e,
1
u -az
+
u - 0,
;
is a function in Q(l).
Then
<>,=
Now construct the function
= (u- Ot, ) (u- <*x ) - - (u- da)
.
Each of the coefficients of £ (u
, d) is a rational symmetric
function of the <rt's, hence is a number in £2(0), as has .just been
shown. ^(u,a) is a function in D_(0), and is irreducible in 12(0),
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since any factor in ,) would vanish for some o(- , hence for all
since the Galois group is transitive, and any permutation replac -
ing d by o(- leaves ^ unchanged. ck % is> then, a root of an equationd
of the r'th degree in fl ( 0) , and the theorem is proved.
Theorem XV. If 9 is a number in a sub-domain fl («0) of the
Galois domain -0. ( p ) , then if is represented as
B = f(f) = a c + a,p + - - + a K f
,
f (p) cannot be of lower degree than m = — , where r is the order
of the domain
Proof:
If ob has r conjugates, there are m = p- numbers
such that . A t
p(«*;«0 = f(p) = f(p> = - - f(p),
as has been shown in the preceding theorem.
That is, K
a
-t a, p -+ - - - t a^p - fl = 0,
a +a,pV + + a
, P
v
- 6 = o,
ad +a,f -t -t-a K p - = 0.
But this system of equations is equivalent to the statement
that p , p , - - p , are all roots of the enuation in
a
-t-a,x+ - - - i- a, KX* - 6 - 0;
and this impossible if k unless the given equation vanishes
identically, which again is impossible if & ^ and (*„ - -q.
(
are rational numbers. Hence k ^ m.
Theorem XVI. A necessary anr? sufficient condition that an
equation F(x) = be a normal equation is, that its Galois group
be transitive and of the same order as the degree of F(x).
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A. Assume F(x) = a normal equation.
Then by hypothesis all its roots can be expressed in terms
of some one of them; suppose that
Nov; o(;, 4Z, - - dn, are all conjugate, therefore the Galois
group is transitive and of an order at least as great as n. Then
if the group were of an order greater than n, it would contain
some permutation, not the identity, which would leave some a ;
unchanged. This is impossible here, since all the roots can be
expressed in terms of any one of them. Therefore the order of the
Galois group is equal to n.
B. Assume the group transitive and of order n.
Then all the roots of F(x) = are conjugate; F(x) is
irreducible in , and any one root has a number of conjugates,
including itself, equal to the order of the domain. Therefore ot;
is a primitive number in n ( cr. , djj - - » and F ( x ) = is
a normal equation.
CHAPTER ITT. FUNCTIONS BELONGING TO GROUPS.
A function *f - ¥ (ot,, c(x , - - tf v ) is defined to belong to
Q, a sub-group of P, if it is transformed into itself by every
permutation of Q, and into something else by every permutation not
in 0..
Theorem %. If a function X = - - <*t%) belongs to
a sub-group Q, of the Galois group P, and if
P = 0, Q.W"X, 0ir3 , - - Q 7£,
then if ^ , y^, - - Yh > 3 rc the functions into which Vf is trans -
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formed by Tr
, jq, - - 7Tn , then 7f , X, - - are roots of an
equation in -Q(l), irreducible, and of the r'th degree.
Proof:
Let Q = 1 , sa, - - s^.
Then by hypothesis
X = = T-^ = - - = VT.s^-
Let 7^ = Iff* 7^ • Tnen
Therefore all the permutations of the co-net Q7T- transform
ff into the one function Yf •
Since P ~ Q, Qzjr, - -
.
Q7£,
then the functions 7T * X* ' ~ Yn> an(* onlv these result when
in operated on by all tbe permutations of the Galois group.
if X = Yj
.
and WjlT; = sx ;
contrary to hypothesis. Therefore th^se functions are all distinct.
Let
frf(t) = (t-f)(t-^) - - (t-
The coefficients of i^(t ) are rational symmetric functions
of the Y^s, hence must be transformed into themselves by every
permutation of the Galois group. $(t) is therefore a function in
_fl(l), and is irreducible since all its roots are conjugate.
Theorem of Lap-range. Every function in the domain JOiia,,^, -o^
whicb permits the permutations of a sub-group Q of the Galois group
P is contained in the domain s a function belonging
to Q.
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Let a), be a function which permits the permutations of Q,
and let Hf belong to Q.
Ah P?ume
p = Q, , - - Q^,
and y.Tzf %= y, -- r>„.
Then by the previous theorem T\ 7T> - - YJ» are all
distinct, and
rf(t) = (t-rxt-^ — (t-io
is a function of t irreducible in il(l).
Suppose
,
^,Jfl, - - *\ = ^z. 7^.
Then all the conjugates of «0, are among these functions, although
these functions are not necessarily distinct.
Construct rf(t) cJ. , uJ, - - , oJ * I = "F(t)
jj[(t) is a function in £2(1), since its coefficients are rational
symmetric functions of the roots of the original equation.
Then
4 = fm .
.
This proves the theorem.
Theorem II. Given a function H^id,,^, - - dn ) of the
roots of the equation F( x) = which belongs to a sub-group Q
of the Galois group P, then by the adjunction of r to jTi(l) the
group P reduces to Q.
Proof:
Given If belonging to Q, then by Lagrange's theorem
every function which remains unchanged under the permutations of Q
is a number in flilT); Q is contained in P, therefore the
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permutations of Q leave valid all rational equations in Jz (
"Vf
)
"between the roots of the equation F(x) = 0. Q therefore satis -
fies the conditions of being the Galois group with respect to H(^)
,
by Theorem X, Cka.pterII.
Theorem III If Q, Q, - - Q are a set of conjugate
sub-groups of P, and R is their cross-cut, then if f,tYz t " ~K'
are functions conjugate to ^ , which belongs to Q, by the simul -
taneous adjunction of Y'Yi* ~ ~ %> to the Galois group
reduces to R.
Proof:
Let P = Q, Q 7JT , - - Q 7TK,
and let "Vf
Then = t,
and
therefore ^f permits the permutations of 77^ ' Q, Tf- . Also,
Tn^Q F; is included in the group K to which "^belongs; if K
were of an order larger than the order of Q, there would be fewer
cc-sets of P with respect to K, and hence Y; would have fewer
conjugates than ^ has, which is not the case. Therefore//; Q 7T; ia
the sub-group to which belongs.
Now let
= a.X + b Y£ + - - - + m^£ ;
a, b, - - m can be so chosen, rationally, that all the <^*s will be
distinct when the s are permuted among themselves in every
possible way. Then <u)x- is unchanged by all the permutations of R,
the cross-cut of the sub-groups conjugate to Q, and only by these;
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for if any permutation leaves <J, unchanged it must transform , % ,
- - % each into itself, and is therefore a permutation common to
all the conjugates of Q. Therefore is a function belonging to
R, and by Theorem II the Galois group is reduced to R by the
adjunction of U) to
Theorem IV. A necessary and sufficient condition that
exactly k of the conjugates % , Yf, - - be expressible
rationally in terms of any one of them , is that the sub-group
Q to which "Yf belongs be of index k under the sub-group K of P
which transforms Q into itself.
For, if Q is of index k under K, then with the terminology
of the preceding theorem
Q = 7^Q7T2 = Q7T3 = - - = ^Q7£,
for some set of k "jT.'s.
Hence - - fy, have the same group Q, and by Lagrange'
theorem each of the functions Y, > Yx > ~ ~ » which permit the
permutations of Q, can be expressed rationally in terms of Yf ,
Also, if
where ^, <L> - - </> y are functions in D.(l), then since each
of these equations is left valid by all permutations of the Galois
group, if Q leaves V" unchanged it must leave Y f }ff - - "F
»
unchanged. X >X> " ' Y* > are all conjugate, therefore the group
Q is of the same order as the groups to which Y2 , - - ^ ,
belong, and therefore Q must be identical with these groups.
Therefore
, f j
q = = ^qtt
3
- - = // arK
Now if TT> * tT- transform Q into itself, Tr.TP must also
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transform Q into itself. The operations of the sets Q, Q/^, - -
Q 7£, when combined in every possible manner, form a sub-group of
P, of which Q is an invariant 3ub-group. If this group K were of
order lq > kq, then 1 > k, and by the first part of the proof
there would be more than k conjugates V;
,
any one of which could
be expressed in terms of any other one. This is contrary to
and.
hypothesis,A there are at least kq permutations of P which
transform Q into itself, since the co-sets Q7T have no operations
in common. This proves the theorem.
Now if Q' is some sub-group conjugate to Q, but not
identical with it, then if j£ is one of the m functions belonging
to Q', Tpmust be distinct from the functions already considered,
since 0' ^ Q. Then Q' is also invariant and of index k under
a group K'#, hence has k conjugates any one of which can be
expressed in terms of any other. Continuing in this way, it is
seen that the m conjugates may be divided into sets
y y mt
l, * h > ~ ~ • A *
?uch that every "Y in one set may be expressed rationally in terms
of any other in the same set
.
Theorem V. If Y, is a function belonging to Q, and if
Jf, y^, - - are the conjugates of "j^ , then if R is the cross -
cut of the groups Q f , Q" , - - conjugate to Q, and
Mt) - (t,-^)(t-T£) - - (t-TE> f
the Galois group of jz((t) is simply isomorphic with P/R.
Burnaide, Theory of Groups, 2d Edition, page 32.
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Lemma: The permutations of R^-and only these permute ^ , Yz ,
- - ft,, in a given way, if R = s,, s2J - sA , ani
P = R, R JT7, - - - R /T.
For R, being common to the sub-groups which leave X , -
-Y
respectively, unchanged, must transform each of these functions
a-tz. h)
into itself: and therefore s. ff: must transform the sequence
in the same way. Now if , 77^ , transform this sequence in the
same way, /r-TT-^must transform the sequence into itself.
V
*
Then It-T. = s„
,
and ff~. = s^TT^.
i * '
Therefore the co-sets R, R 7^, - - R TTn must each trans -
form the given sequence in a different way.
Let
= a (HT + a,Y£ + - - + am
where e,, a^, - - aw are rational numbers so chosen that is
transformed into something else whenever permutations of P
interchange the ^/s among themselves.
Now if u^, ijj, - - ij are the conjugates of , these all
belong to the same sub-group R, therefore by Lagrange's theorem
any one of them can be expressed rationally in terms of any other
one . Then
^(t ) = (t- *0(t- u)£ (t- ^ =0
is an equation in JQ( l), since its coefficients are left unchanged
by every permutation of the Galois group P; it is irreducible,
since its roots are all conjugate and distinct. By the above
discussion it is also a normal equation.
The domain Q.{ fc>
f )
is, then, a normal domain, and by Theorem
VI, Ciaupterll, the substitutions (&>„*);) form the Galois group
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of the domain.
Let = ^(«\), - - - «\ = f^(cj,).
If u>, is operated on by the co-set3 R 71^ , (i=l, 2, - - k),
the same set of <oi will result in each case, in some order.
Suppose *); = *>| • W;
,
ano. assume v "7 » •»« '
777
A
Then
<J,
, fzU,),
operated on by the substitution * gives
(1)
,
f2Ux ), - - - ^
.
(2) = - - ^u.^
(3) = ^.7P, f ( ^)./T - - - - $*).T-
(4) = f(u\), - - #4>.
Now if this sequence is operated or by {u}
f , <^), it becomes
(5) ^^')
(6) = f(o,.7T
}
), £'(*>,./?),
(7) = f.(^,)./r, %{u>).ff;t
From the identity of (1),(2),(3), and (4), it follows that
(5) is identical with
(8) <j,.TrTn, ?irtt )-«7 /7
J'
> ^o,).^; JTj.
Now it was assumed that //• corresponded to ( oj , u) ) , JT- to
A I * j
( iD
t
, O: ) ; from (8) it follows that (*j ,«>•)( u> , u? ) corresponds
i * ' i
to 7F since it gives the same result. Therefore the group
whose operators are R7P is simply isomorphic with the group of
substitutions ( ud, , J)0 > which is the Galois group of the domain
(X.fl, -
-%y
If Q. ( ef
t f
o/
2 ,
- - of
n ) is the Galois domain of the equation
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F(x) = 0, whose roots are a, , <*2, - - d A , then any function in
XL ( 4, * <*z> - - °* n ) is called a natural irrationality .
Theorem VI. Every possible reduction of the Galois group
is obtained by the adjunction of a natural irrationality. If the
index of the reduced group under the original one is j, the
deduction cannot be accomplished by the adjunction of a domain of
an order less than j. Its order may be equal to j, in which case
the adjoined irrationality is a natural one. If the order of the
adjoined domain ia greater than j it is a multiple of j.
Given F(x), and g(t) its Galois resolvent. If g(t) is
to be reducible in a domain Q. over .£1(1), there is an algebraic
number C , such that
£}(€.) =Q.
By hypothesis g(t) has a factor g,(t), in /1(c).
If q is the degree of g
f
(t) = g(t,t), let
p. > - " Pv
be its roots.
g,(t,t) = (t-p,)(t-pj (t-p^.
Then the substitutions ( p, , p*), (1=1, 2, - - q)
form a group.
For, let f; = { p. )
.
Then g
( £ 4
(t)t^ has one root, t= {>, , in common with g ((t)=0.
g
(
(t) was assumed irreducible in
_Q(£); hence if the two functions
have a common factor, this common factor can be found by rational
processes, hence is also a function in D.(c). The factor must
therefore be g/t,c) itself. Then 9^(t)jtj is divisible by
g,(t,£), and must vanish for all its roots p,, p^, - - P^.
Hence $
; ( p- )
= pK , one of the roots of g(t,c).
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From this result it follows that ( p, , Pj ) = ( p., pK ),
(p. > f:)( p.. pj) = C , pi )( p.,
p
K ) :
=
( p,' ?J>
another substitution of the set. Since any p; can be taken as the
one in terms of which the rest are to be expressed, it follows
that if ( p. , p; ) is in the set, ( p., p, ) is also in the set.
These substitutions must therefore form a group.
Let this group be Q, necessarily a sub-group of P, and
suppose it of index j under P.
Then g
(
(t,£.) permits all the permutations of Q; if l^is a
function belonging to Q, then by Lagrange's theorem the coefficients;
of g
f
(t,c) can be expressed rationally in terms of •
Consequently g
(
(t,c) can be written G(t,"}f).
Since Q is of index j, has j conjugates, and yf is a root
of an equation in £1(1 ) of degree j.
Let this equation be
^(u) = (u-x)(u-r
z )
- - (u-Yp = o.
Now G(t,Vf) vanishes for t= p, , Pj,, - - p^; hence it must
also vanish when operated on by all the permutations of the Galois
group P. Hence there result the
,1 factors
G(t,p, G(t/£), - - G(t,Y).
These can have no factors in common, for in that case their
product, g(t), would be reducible in £1(1).
Suppose t chosen rationally so that
G(t,£) t G(t,X),
and therefore G(t,#) 7* g/t,e), (i= 2, - - j )
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while g
f
(t,£) = G(t,Y5-
Therefore
G(t,u) - g
(
(t, t), jz((u)
have only one factor u -
^f, in common.
Then
F(u) |G(t,u) - g
(
(t,D)| +i(u)^(u) = u -
if u = k, another rational number,
F(k,£) = k - V,
and \ can be expressed rationally as a function of £ . Therefore
If" is contained in X2 ( t) > and the order of -Q. ( t) ie eons multiple
of the order of £1 (Tf)
.
It has been shown that the coefficients of E(t) can be
expressed as rational functions of a natural irrationality. If
the order of £1 (c) is the same as that of £1 (Vf) , )f"ig a primitive
number in 17(c), and £ can be expressed rationally in terms of If .
In that case 6 is a natural irrationality.
i
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CHAPTER IV. A GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE QUART I C
.
Assume the general equation of the fourth degree written in
the form f 3 z
x + a, x + az x -h a 3 x -+• a t = 0,
where a,
,
a
z ,
a3 , a^ are rational numbers not all zero.
Let
-2 a_
P = ( <*, - <4Z ) + a (<*,,- 0(3),
and let pz , p3 , -
- pK , be the functions resulting when d, > of, ^
d^, are permuted in every possible way.
2-
Now the group leaving ( ct, - o(a ) unchanged is,
1, 12, 34, 12*34 ;
that leaving ( of* ~ c(« ) unchanged is,
1, 14, 23, 14«23 .
These two groups have only the identity in common, and therefore
p is left unchanged in form only by the identity. Now if the
squares of all possible differences of the f s, (f«~P^) i^o >
are formed and multiplied together, there results a rational
integral function containing a, since this will be a rational
symmetric function of the Q( s. When equated to zero, this equation
which results can have only a finite number of roots. a_ can be
chosen in an infinite number of ways so that it does not satisfy
this equation, a.nd when a is no chosen p ha3 24 distinct
values. It is therefore a primitive number inA ( of, , <X2 , 0(3, .
If
g(t) = (t- p. )(t-pJL ) -- (t-hj,
g(t) is the Galois resolvent of the given quartic, and the quartic
will have been solved when p has been expressed in terms of known
quantities
.
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2. t
The functions ( d, - 42 ) f (*L -n3 ), ar© roots of the equation
of squared diff©roncos
,
rf(t ) = ffc- (<«<-^fj|t- H-^fjJt- (Qt-C<^[t- (tf^jjt- (^-d^jt- (fl^q^ .
«^(t) can he solv«d indirectly in the following manner.
Let X, =
xz =
X3 =
(05 - a/ + (<*3
(of,
-0(3) +- <x
f),
(0i + (ofA - «/,
and ?r -
2-
Y3 =
(<*, -djfofj- d f )t
2. 2.
(d, - ct3 ) fo/z - qf),
(a, - «/(oi2 - ojj)^
Also, let Z, =
Zz =
(of, - dA)* - (0(3- 0^)^
2 *
2. 2.
l^/ - m^; - v dA-
Th©n
2,
= (<*, -dA ) (d3 -dy) -f 2( <*,-
= (<*. - dA)'' -h (<*3- c<J
Y
- 2(d, -
r
Th©refor© **
2.
ZZ
2- 2.
= X, - 4Y,
,
X
x - 4Y* ,
= *• - 4y/,
and z, = ±V X,3- - 4Yl '-
zz
=V X£ -
Z
-5 =V XI - 4YJ .
Now 1/2 ( X, + Z/>,
(<*3 - d¥ ) = 1/2 ( X, - z,),
2.
),
2.
and similarly for the other functions.
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Let a = (<* -
2. 2.
b = ( d. -
c = (<*, -
Then a = l/2 (X,
-f- JTF~^~41? ), a' = l/2(X # - V^- 4Y* ),
b = 1/2(XX+VXX" - 4T^), b« = l/2(X 2-V^- 4Yf ),
c = l/sCXj+Vxj - 4Yj), c' = l/2(X3 -'-v/X3- 4Y3" )•
From these equations the roots of the equation of squared
differences can be found when the auxilliary functions X. and Y^-
are known.
Now X, = {4,-42 )
X
+ (<*3-Gfy)*
Y* = (of,
-<Axfl«5 - <xy
)*
X
(
belongs to the group
1, 12 34, 12, 34, 1324, 1423,
and evidently Y, belongs to the same group.
Let Xft) = (t - X,)(t - X^(t - X^.
The coefficients of X(t) are rational symmetric functions
of the roots d(
K ,
cfif c^t cf^ hence can be expressed rationally in
terms of the coefficients of the quart ic. These coefficients,
expressed as functions of the sums of like powers of the roots,
*
are as follows.
~B, = X
(
+ X^+ X3 = 3 3/L - 2a JL .
Bi = X, X2 + X, X3 + X-jXj = 3s,
2
"- 43,33+ 4sy..
-B, = X / X;LX3 = 2s| + 2S3 - 3sA s^ - 2s, sz s3 + 4a^a^
-t- 4a^s^. - 4 3j s 6- - 8a^s^ + 6s^ .
X(t) is a cubic with rational coefficients, hence can be
solved
.
Cajori, Theory of equations: Art. 68.

Now X (t) J Y*
<
Y*
t - X,
1
t - xz
1
t - x 3
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= lit)
j. B elxbo ?x i unc o lor tvxuii retuxuij^x uuoii xuiciiob o t m r» + V) o q « my***
rational symmetric functions of the roots of the* quartic.
Then
x
X'(X,} Y, = f(X,),
y
z
- f(Xi)
Therefore Y, can be expressed rationally in terras of X,
.
Let f(t ) = At
2
-f Bt •+ C
.
By computation
A = a/ +- 12a ^ - 6a, a^ - a, + 4a, -t
-B = 6s6 - 3sz s ¥ - 4s, s^- i- 2sz
3
+ 2s^ + 4a zs^ - Ba^s^
- 2s
f
si Sj + 4az>a^t .
C = 2s, s 3 s y t ux m+ - ~ ®f
~ 2s 3 s>>- - 2 8ji *j -
fa, (bs,2 s2 - 12f3a " 26s, n 3 42»^ - 72**^.
By means of X'(t) and $/t), than, Y*
,
Y7 , Y3 , can be
expressed aa functions of X,, X^, X^ , r pctiv*ily; then by
the aid of the equations on page 38 the r-quirert rooti of the
equation of squared differences can be found. This completer the
theoretical reduction of the Galois r^iolvnt : th* actual
det -rmination of the roots ct„ dx , <*3 , o/y , can, however, be carried
out more easily as follows.
Given a
,
b, c, a* ,b',c', then
a +h + c = Sof, 2" - Sf^Mj i ^ ix +0< 3 + <*.,
4 <*,*- 2(flC, + *a + of,
7 » . i X-
+ 01, f<<3 * ^
= 4 of,
1
- 2«|ac, +
Thi« is an equation of the second degree which d. rn.u^t ^atiafy.
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2-
Given a = ( <*2.) a' = (<*4 -off)
b = ( <*i - b
1
= ((4- rfy)
1"
Than a'+b'+c' = 2^+ 2<*32 -f 2 0^- 2 ( * 5c^ afctf„ + *a(* 3 )
2 uf + df - 2
+ 2 ( of, rf2 ^-rf^ ^ - 4 c*/
= 2s 2 - 2a2 + 2^^ - 4*,*,
another aquation which o(
4
ffluet satisfy. The two are identical,
hoover; for
a'+ b'-f c* = X, + XA + X3 - (a-H b + c )
= - 2a^ - (afbf c)
= 3*z - 2a z - (4*,* - 2V, > a^)
= 2«z - 2a2 -f- 2s J <X < - 4a;
2
,
which i«* identical with tht s«cor.d equation above.
Ther»for* the value of cx< found by adding togeth-r a',b',c'
is the ?<ani* as that found by adding together the -lements of the
first column and solving the quadratic for a(, .
Now in the actual solution of the quart ic by this method,
there is no 'ay of distinguishing between the functions a, b, c,
and a f
,
b', c'; all that is given is 6 functions, divided up
into set* of two. The sum of thr-* of theqe, on* being chosen
from each set, is equ^l to a quantity N such that
z
either 4 < - 2-8,^,+ s^_ = K,
or -4 <*/ +- 23^, - 2a z + 2sz = N.
Each equation has two roots, and one of these four roots
must be <*., . The particular value of ct, can be found by substitut-
ing these four roots in the quartic, and choosing the one which
satisfies it.
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The other three roots car be foun 1 by combining a with b, c,
b', c' in the three other possible " rays, and proceeding as above.
As has been shown, the combination of a' with the functions b, c,
V, c', would give the same results as would already have been
obtained by combining them with a.
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